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The Beezer was a long-running weekly British comic book , which was the home to different
comic strips over the years. First printed in , it merged with the Cracker and Plug comic strips in
and respectively. However, publication ceased in eventually. After its closure, some of its
characters appeared in The Beano and The Dandy. The following is an incomplete list of Beezer
comic strips , organized by year of release date and in chronological order : [1]. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. DC Thomson comics. Bunty Judy Mandy Nikki. Bimbo The Magic
Comic Twinkle. Sutherland Dudley D. Watkins Stevie White. List of D. Categories : Comics
anthologies British comics Lists of comic strips. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional
references from July All articles needing additional references. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. Dudley Watkins , Bob McGrath. Bill Holroyd ,
Terry Patrick. Four separate series, last of which was named Spacewhacker. The strip also
appeared in Buddy. Ken Hunter. Pop, Dick and Harry. Continued in the Beezer and Topper.
Hugh Morren. The character was originally featured in The Rover in It also featured in The
Sunday Post and Sparky. The character was originally featured in The Wizard in It also featured
in The Sunday Post and Buzz. The Hillys and the Billies. George Martin , Henry Davies. Three
separate series which were reprinted as Ruffies and Tuffies in The Victor. This strip was
surprisingly violent. The Banana Bunch. Continued in the Beezer and Topper and was reprinted
in Dandy Xtreme in and James Walker. It also appeared in Bimbo and Little Star. Michael
Darling. Ron Forbes. Victor Peon. Spinoff strip Blinky appeared in the Beezer and Topper.
Paddy Brennan , David Sutherland. Jack Glass. Originally appeared in The Rover in as a prose
story about a thief who stole the Crown Jewels with his tunnelling machine called the
Earthworm. The Jellymen. Appeared in the Beezer and Topper. Appeared in The Beano after the
Beezer and Topper closed. Cicero's Cat. Originally featured in the San Francisco Chronicle in A
group of vultures always on the lookout for food, which is similar to The Three Bears. Ken
Hunter, Sandy Calder. Little Mo. Young Sid the Copper's Kid. Two separate series, in which the
second one was a reprint. It was also reprinted in Buzz. Watson Kennedy. Sandy Calder. Frank
McDiarmid. Gordon Bell. David Easington. Young Foo, the Kung Fu Kid. Brian Platt. Beezer's
own version of The Dandy's Cuddles and Dimples. Bob Dewar. Glynn Clark. Adrian the
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today! Hi Guest, did you know we have a dark style? It might be easier on the eyes at night time!
Try it out here: Style Chooser. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Rear
Mount Engine Kits? Thread starter Steve Start date Dec 25, Steve Guest. I'd like to hear some
reports from those that have the rear mount engine kits on bicycles. Don't know the brands, but
the ones that use the toothed belts seem to me to be the best idea? Minnesota Hyena Guest.
Joined Sep 30, Messages 1, I have found the key thing to be properly breaking in the engines,
over the first miles. If you do that right, the engines get stronger, easier to crank. It is also best
to start with a single speed cruiser, which is what my demo bike is, then go to the 3 or 7 speeds.
I guess what I was looking to hear is, how is the vibration level, and frequency of problems with
the rear mounted engines compared to the frame mounted Chinese 2 strokes. I don't have much
time on mine about a half gallon of gas but I can already see where the thing is going to be
problematic. It vibrates really bad, the chain seems to need frequent re-adjustment, and the
chain tensioner bracket seems imposible to get tight enough. The rear mounted engine totally
does away with the chain and tentioner problems, so those problems are gone, but I still wonder
how the vibration level compares? From the information given in the second article, the 25cc
four-stroke engine certainly does not have the power of my 70 cc two stroke, which is expected.
Steve- There are 3 aspects to vibration with rear mounts. The first one, actual engine vibration,
is negligible, the axle mounted brace really absorbs any vibration, and the noise is behind you.
DougC Guest. I have a GEBE 35cc 4-cycle kit. Also cruising at 27 mph tends to pound the bike a
lot, and the Fusion is not a bike intended for much pounding. I will likely obtain another bicycle
later on just for permanent motorization. I like the idea of using a bike with the wide tires three
or four inches but don't know about the puncture resistance. The Felt Chief has 3 speeds and 3"
tires, it is only a coaster brake but when using the motor on the Fusion, I noticed that I did not
really need teh brakes too much the engine has a decent amount of drag when idling anyway.
You can make your own tire liner if Huffy doesn't have that size, by cutting the sidewall off an

old tire. My thinking on taking a foot peice of duct tape, doubling it on itself, and using that as
the first layer is that will deflect nearly anything. About 5 of these doubled up peices laid inside
the tire, then the tire liner. I guess a liner could also be made of an old tube, minus the stem.
Then finally the slime tube, only to hold air better, not to prevent leaks. That should be enough
to ride with assurance that a flat isn't going to ruin your travels DeadBleedRed Guest. Rear
mounts rock. Mine is a Dimension Edge kit Installation is a snap and performance is great
Doesn't do well in the rain though. Came with an all weather drive wheel Drive wheels can be
easily changed but don't use it Starts on the fly too I like all different kits, as they give different
performance and feel, for different riding moods. I like the Tanaka 23cc kits for the mellow
"sunday afternoon bike ride" without peadaling feel, but I also like the snap and performance of
my 80cc Grube. My Island hopper is great for the in -between these two. The Whizzer Forget
about it!!! Across America averaging 35 M. The drive roller slips in any amount of moisture or
dampness. This is why the Dimension Edge kits intrigue me. I don't worry about riding in the
wet, I'm in Western Washington, If I only rode on nice days I would ride about 7 days per year!
How is the performance on it? Rif 8. Performance is great in my opinion. I have never broke 40
flat out The large drive wheel I use has lousy low end torque, but provides me with the top
speed I like. A smaller wheel would increase torque and is suitable for tearing up muddy trails.
Price is also an issue Pic in gallery Deadbleedred. Post reply. Forums New posts Search
forums. What's new New posts New profile posts Latest activity. Members Registered members
Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Ebike Reviews. Log in Register. Search
titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Tubeless tires--please share experiences and ask questions here!
Thread starter ebikemom Start date Sep 18, In our four-ebike family, since we got our bikes, we
have had, let's see Son's bike: 1 flat Daughter's bike: 1 flat Husband's bike: 2 flats one on his
bike, one on a loaner My bike: 0 flats Lucky me! Slime tubes. No patching possible. How can
one tell if one's rims can take tubeless? I am especially interested in getting tubeless REAR
tires. Thanks for any advice! Ravi Kempaiah Well-Known Member. Amy said:. Chris Hammond
Well-Known Member. I converted my Juiced CCS to a tubeless setup primarily for the flat
avoidance and have been very happy. My tires and wheels were NOT "tubeless compatible", but
the conversion worked well in spite of that. I will say the first wheel was a very frustrating
process even after watching multiple how to videos. The second wheel went much better after
learning from the first. Put well over miles on since the conversion. I have had one flat since the
conversion that didn't self seal. I attributed this to insufficient sealant in the tire and sealant
drying out quickly in the perpetual degree heat. That said, I agree with Ravi that liners are far
cheaper and easier to install. Either way you will likely improve your flat problem dramatically.
Bicyclista Active Member. I tried liners and they were not effective. Maybe it's the goatheads we
have in Southern California. Then I went tubeless and my problems were solved! My rims and
tires were "tubeless ready" so I did not have to wonder whether it would work, as you do. I don't
know why some rims and tires cannot be converted to tubeless, but I suspect that it has to do
with how well the tire seats against the rim, as well as how well the rim can seal the air inside.
Actually, Ravi Kempaiah can probably answer that question since he works in a bike shop.
Every 4 to 6 months you have to refresh your tubeless tires with sealant because it dries out
and becomes ineffective. I'd rather do that than repair punctures or walk miles home! I wonder if
these will fit my bike Screen Shot at Coffee Well-Known Member. I run ordinary tubes. I ride on
road. The ones with the knobs work fine tomac , but the shop has been selling me ones with
diagonal blocks and a rib down the middle that work fine. I can't find that one in the kenda
website. I carry lb of supplies on the back, so I run maximum pressure, about 55 psi. I don't
patch tubes, I replace them. I burned through 2 tubes in 15 minutes one time, due to an
immediate leak, and had to push the bike 7 miles to my camp where I had some more. So I carry
two now, minimum. Plus an air pump. Notice loose spokes combined with a poor fitting spoke
cover can cause quick flats. After spokes are tightened, they have to be filed off flat to not poke
the tube. Also some new rims have a sharp edge around the stem hole. I usually file those out
smooth first time I have the tire off the bike. Note if the tube walks and sticks out the hole
crooked, it can wear through at the rim. Deflate, shift to straight up, and reinflate. Does anyone
here have any experience with the various products that claim to field-repair tubeless tire
punctures that won't self-seal? Coffee said:. Many flats can be repaired without removing the
wheel, but for the rear wheel, I used the Schwalbe tire with the highest puncture resistance and
a super thick tube. If going the tube route and DIY, I suggest trying repairs at home first - a dry
run. Figuring it out on the side of the road would not be fun. As I've stated in many posts, I like a
bike to feel as light and lively as possible. Heavy tires, tubes and tire liners run counter to this

goal. The tubeless idea is interesting. Are tubeless even more than that? Is the selection of
tubeless tires decent? Tires have a big impact on bike feel, so it's important to find the right for
the characteristics you would like to achieve. I have the same questions! Weight wise think
tubeless tyre and sealant are about the same as a tyre and tube. For me the main advantage is
the lower pressures you can run. Most road surfaces you can just float over. My non ebike
commute was an hour on a fast lightweight drop bar bike, knocked consistently about minutes
off that on a flat bar bike with tubeless tyres double the width of the drop bar bike Once they
wear out then I will be switching to tubeless. Not yet! I appreciate hearing your experience!
WilliamT Active Member. I have a bike that I purchased for fun from a ride share company Ofo
before they left DC. That bicycle is suppose to be maintenance free so it came with run flat tires.
The tires feel like they are completely solid. Every crack in the road is felt. Any bumps greater
than inches will cause things in your basket to bounce out. The impact vibrates all the way up to
your arms and the entire bike just hops. I would NOT recommend those tires. WilliamT said:. I
don't think hardly anyone would want tires like the ones you describe. There may be some solid
rubber tires out there, and there may be some "no flat" inserts. I assume that is what you have.
But almost all serious mountain bikers and many fat tire bikers prefer "tubeless" to "tubed"
tires. To go tubeless, you duct tape the spokeholes in your rims to prevent air from escaping,
add a valve stem, and put on a regular type tire preferably a TR-Tubeless Ready type. You then
add a sealant, like Slime, Stan's, or Orange to seal stickers and thorns. If you want to make your
bike much more enjoyable to ride, check into going to this type tubeless system and carry plugs
like Dynaplug with you in case you ever do have a low tire. The ONLY drawback to going
tubeless is that you need to change the sealant out every months, depending on bike use,
temperature, and brand of sealant. If you want more info on this, I can send you a link. Last
edited: Nov 14, PDoz Well-Known Member. I've got 2 mtb's running tubeless and 3 running
tubes, I must admit the tubeless bikes have given me more grief. I still prefer them, but that's
probably me being a slave to fashion. The rim tape on my " tubeless ready" norco had a thin
split that took months to find. It just kept going flat and leaking sealant around the valve. It was
when I gave up and went to fit a tube that I noticed the split! Subjectively, I think the tubeless
bikes need tyres pumping up more often. It may be that I start with higher pressures in the
tubed bikes, but I suspect once a month I'm pumping them up? Sealant is messy. Changing
tyres or fitting a new tube becomes messy. I now carry rubber gloves on the bike for if I need to
fit a tube to an unfixable puncture. Thorns: Yes tubeless with sealant can fix that but so can a
tube with the same sealant i. I have been doing this since about on several bikes and havnt had
a flat since. My major source of flats are thorns Im guessing there are a good in my tires right
now. People have been doing this for quite along time. They are just not as vocal as the
'tubeless converts' 2. You can run lower tire pressure:Yes you can do that but might run into
burping issues which can be very dangerous. I had this happen on a ride about 10 miles in 4
years ago landing a jump and went over the bars and fractured my wrist, the painful 10 miles
back had me questioning tubeless and I havnt used it since. Had many instances burping before
that but were just annoying I ran tubeless on that bike for 5 years 3. Softer Ride, yeah its there
but for me wasnt as significant as you state. That being said, I havnt had a flat since on any of
my MTBs. Weight is definitely an issue and the Pinch flats: I have only had two pinch flats in 30
years and both were likely due to slow leaks from a previous puncture. Many companies claim
TRL but is it really? My ebike gets me further and further away from home and getting back is
more important than most of the things you state except for the dynaplug thing For me Stans in
a tube is easy and non messy. I have to add more about 6 m
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onths in and just buy new tubes at the beginning of the season but I find that if I let tubes go
much longer than that they start having issues around the valve stem. Those are the only ones I
have experience with, and they work well together. I weighed fat tubes and they were gm each.
Tuffy's were gm each. Yes, we are talking about 65lb bikes, but extra 3lbs in the wheels is very
undesirable. Especially when you like to spend some time with the motor off and riding like a
non-ebike. But I see your points, everyone has their favorite method of avoiding flats. Bike on
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